Introduction
The magnetic properties of normal rare earth disilicides have been reinvestigated [I] , using polycrystals: PrSi2 has a positive Curie temperature 8,=+11 K, and was thought to be ferromagnetic. Nd to Ho compounds exhibit Ndel temperatures between 26 K and 10 K, ErSi2 orders near 4 K with a ferromagnetic component. We have performed single crystal measurements for NdSi2, neutron diffraction and inelastic neutron scattering for some compounds. We report here new results concerning magnetic structures and crystal field (CEF).
Magnetic excitations in CeSi2
Inelastic neutron scattering has been performed on CeSi2 using different incident energies. The det6led results are reported elsewhere [2] . At 5 K, two inelastic magnetic excitations are observed for energy transfers of 25 and 48 meV, which are attributed to CEF excitations broadened by hybridisation. The set of parameters B: = -18 K, B : = 1.05 K and B: % 5.~40
gives a good fit of spectra, and reproduces rather well the anisotropy of susceptibility observed in CeSil.sc; by Sato et al. [3] . The CEF splitting is however larger than assumed in CeSir.ec; from susceptibility data. The residual quasielastic linewidth is 3.5 meV, which corresponds to a Kondo temperature of 40 K.
3. Crystal field a n d magnetic structure of NdSil.8 The magnetisation has been investigated on a single crystal of N d s i~.~. Spin flopping phenomena occur below TN= 10 K, for fields larger than 1.2 Teslas. A discontinuity of the susceptibility appears near 6 K. The susceptibility (Fig. 1 ) is larger for a field applied in the a, b place (we cannot distinguish here between a and b axes, as the small orthorhombic distortion is not resolved in our Laue or neutron patterns). We derive a crystal field (CEF) parameter B: = +0.6 K, other parameters being much smaller (fit in Fig. 1 ). The A:. (r2) term has a sign opposite to that for CeSi2 [2, 31, this sign reversal may be related to hybridisation effects in CeSi2. The overall CEF splitting is also much smaller for NdSil.8 than for CeSi2.
Neutron diffraction patterns (Fig. 2) were taken between 1.2 K and 15 K, the magnetic structure at 1.2 K is described by the propagation vector (0.5, 0, 0). The magnetic moment is parallel to the propagation vector. The moments are parallel to each other in the starting crystallographic cell. The magnetic structure changes near 6 K. 4 . Crystallographic and magnetic properties of PrSia PrSi2 has a tetragonal structure at room temperature. Dijkman [4] reported a tetragonal-tetragonal phase change between room temperature and 100 K, both phases coexist at low temperatures. By lowering temperature, we observe on neutron patterns a crystallographic change near 180 K. The (200) HoSiz -12 Inelastic neutron scattering at 15 K reveals 2 inelastic excitations near 5.5 and 9.7 meV, attributed to CEF excitations. In addition, at 5 K, a magnon line appears near 2 meV. From neutron and susceptibility data, the B: term is positive and dominates in the CEF Hamiltonian. These structures are rapidly washed out by increasing temperature, due either to the crystallographic instability or to a significant hybridisation of f levels with the conduction band.
Conclusion
Complicated magnetic structures occur for most RSi2 compounds. Si deficient CeSi2-, compounds exhibit ferromagnetism [5] , which is also observed in one phase of PrSi2. For NdSi2 and other compounds, we recover antiferromagnetism or modulated structures. Such a variety of structures may arise from important changes in the Fermi surface throughout the series, and from the various single ion CEF anisotropies.
